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ABSTRACT 

We survey the literature of superior channel 
graphs and present them in an orderly way by 
classifying the results according to the graph 
structure and the probability model. By work
ing with an explicit structure, we are able to 
unify, to simplify, to reinforce and to genera
lize many existing results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A graph is called a multistage graph, or an 
s-stage graph, if its vertex set can be 
partitioned into s subsets, called stages, 
vl, ... ,vs and its edg~ set into s - 1 subsets 

El,···,Es _l such that Ei connects Vi with Vi +l . 

For v£Vi , the number of edges in Ei_l(Ei ) 

incident to v is called the indegree (outdegree) 
of v while the degre) of v is simply the pair 
(indegree, outdegree , written as indegree x 
outdegree. A link system is a switching network 
which can be represented by a multistage graph 
by taking switches as vertices and links as 
edges. The size of a switch v, i.e., the 
numbers of inlinks and outlinks of v, simply 
corresponds to the degree of · the vertex v. 

Each link in a link system can be either in a 
blocking state, meaning it is carrying a call, 
or in a nonblocking state. Let a path between 
two switches (vertices) x£Vi and Y£Vj denote a 

chain of j - i links (edges) connecting x and y 
(a path is also called a channel for x£Vl and 

y£Vs )' Then a pair (input switch, output switch) 

is blocked if every channel between them 
contains at least one blocking link. A simple 
model to study the blocking probability of such 
a pair is to look at its channel graph, 
originally called the linear graph by Lee [14J, 
which is the union of all channels between this 
pair. Translating to the graph terminology, a 
channel graph is a connected multistage graph 
with a single vertex in both the first and 
last stage. We also define a path graph of two 
vertices x and y as the union of all paths 
between them. 

It is commonly assumed, though not without 
controversy, that the edges in Ei are indepen-

dent of the edges in any other E
j 

as far as 

blbcking is concerned. Let Pi denote the 
probability distribution function (p.d.f.) of E

i
. 

A given model then specifies the family of 
p.d.f.s Ci that Pi can be a member. A channel 

graph G is said to be superior to another channel 
graph G' under a model M if the blocking 
probability .of G never exceeds that of G' under 
the following stipulations: 

, 
(i) rr the cardinalitie~ or Ei and Ei are the 

same, then Ei and Ei have the same p.d.f. 
PiEe i · 
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, 
(ii) If not, then both E and Ei have binomial 

p.d.f.s wi~h~he same parameter Pi' 

Due to its independence of traffic load, the 
superiority comparison commands strong reli
ability and broad applicability. Recently there 
has been a surge of interest in studying the 
superiority of · channel graphs. The current 
paper is an attempt to present the state of the 
art as well as giving some new results. 

2. PROBABILITY MODELS 

For a given Ei , there are three important types 

of p.d.f.s, different in their degrees of 
generality, which have been given attention in 
the literature: 

(i) Binomial. The edges in Ei are independent 

and identical each having the probability 
Pi of being blocking. 

(ii) Combinatorial. The edges in Ei are 

exchangeable and the probability of a 
given subset of Ei being blocking depends 

only on the cardinality of that subset. · 
Note that the binomial ty~e is a special 
case of the combinatorial type. 

(iii) General. No restirction at all. Clearly, 
both the binomial type and the combina
torial type are special cases of the 
general type. 

For easy reference, a binomial model means that 
Ei is of the binomial type for every 

i = l, ... ,s-l. We define the combinatorial 
model similarly. 

In many cases we want to reduce a channel graph 
to a smaller graph for easier examination. 
There are two basic methods of reduction which 
preserve the blocking probability: 

(i) Condensation is an interstage reduction 
which, when applied to the channel graph 
from Vi to Vj ' replaces every nonempty path 

graph of a pair of vertices X£Vi ' y£VJ 
by an edge whose blocking probability is 
set to equal that of the replaced path 
graph. 

(ii) Gollaps~ng is an intrastage reduction which, 
when applied to the channel graph on Ei' 

identifies a subset or Ei into a new edge 

(thus also identifying the two sets of 
vertices the edges are incident to into 
two new vertices). Such a new edge is 
called a rriultlvariate edge which can have 
more than the two usual states, blocking 
and nonblocking. A state or a multi
variate edge is a subset of the replaced 
edges. The probability of a state is set 
equal to the probability that the edges in 
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the specified subset are all blocking and 
edges not in the subset are all nonblocking. 

Note that if the edges in Ei are independent, 

then the new edges in Ei after collapsings are 

also independent. Furthermore if the edges 
in Ei are partitioned into disjoint subsets of 

the same cardinality, then the union reduction 
preserves the "identical" and the "exchangeable" 
properties. But a condensation reduction l can 
preserve the "independent" and "identical" 
properties only if the replaced channel graphs 
are disjoint and isomorphic, respectively. It 
can preserve the "exchangeable" property only if 
the replaced channel graphs are disjoint paths. 

The three types of p.d.f.'s we mentioned for the 
binary edge can be extended to the multivariate 
case. Thus we have: 

(i) Multinomial. Edges in Ei are independent 

and identical each having probability Pij 

of being in state j. 

(ii) Multivariate combinatorial. Let {Ei,j} be 

a partition or Ei such that edges in Eij 

are in state j. Then the probability of 
{Eij } depends only on the cardinalities 

of Eij . 

(iii) Multivariate general. No restriction at 
all. 

We also define the multinomial model and the 
multivariate combinatorial model as straight
forward generalizations of the binomial model 
and the combinatorial model. Furthermore, we 
now introduce a new model called the Takagi model 
which assumes importance in later discussions. 
A Takagi model satisfies the following 
conditions: 

(i) It has four stages. 

(ii) El is multivariate general while E2 

and E3 are multinomial. 

(iii) The p.d.f. of an edge in E2 can depend on' 

the states of the edges in El and E3 to 

which it is connected. 

It is easily seen that the Takagi model includes 
the 4-stage multinomial model as a special case 
but not the 4-stage multivariate combinatorial 
model. 

3. SOME NECESSARY CONDITIONS 

Lee [14J suggested that one way to compute the 
blocking probability B(G) of a channel graph G 
is to use the inclusion-exclusion principle. 
Namely, let T denote the set of all channels in 
G and let l) ti denote the graph consisting 

tiET' 

of the union of channels in T' c T. Define 
B(G) = 1 - B(G). Then Lee [14J-gave The 
Inclusion-Exclusion Channel Graph Theorem. 

B(G) 

+ I B(tiutjutk ) - ± 

ti,tj,tkET 
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Consider the binomial model where Pi = P ~ 1. 

Then B(G) is approximated by the first term on 
the right-hand side since any union of channels 
contains more edges than a single channel. The 
following two theorems, first noticed by 
Timperi and Grillo [20J, then easily follow. 

THE STAGE THEOREM 

If a channel graph G has more stages than another 
channel graph G', then G is not superior to G' 
under the binomial model (hence any model 
containing the binomial model as a special case). 

THE CHANNEL THEOREM 

If an s-stage channel graph G has fewer channels 
than another s-stage channel graph G', then G is 
not superior to G' under the binomial model. 

Note that if two channel graphs have different 
numbers of stages or different number of channels, 
then usually the corresponding link syst~ms 
cannot be synthesized with the same set of hard
wares, i.e., the number of switches, the sizes 
of switches and the number of edges. Therefore 
we will be comparing blocking probabilities of 
two link systems with different specifications 
and differen~ costs. Furthermore, other things 
held constant, then more stages mean more 
channels. Hence the Stage Theorem will wor~ 
against the Channel Theorem and more than often 
ends in noncomparability. Therefore most of the 
literature on superior channel graphs compare 
channel graphs which have the same number of 
stages and the same number of channels. Link 
systems ~orrespond to these channel graphs can 
be synthesized with exactly the same set of 
hardware. The following theorem, again first 
noticed by Timperi and Grillo [20J, gives a use
ful necessary condition for superiority in such 
cases. 

THE EDGE THEOREM 

Let G and,G' be two s-stage channel graphs. 
Suppose Ei contains more edges than Ei . Then G 

is not superior to G' under ' the binomial model. 

Proof: Assume Pj = 0 for all j ~ i and 

1 > Pi > O. Then 

B(G' ) B(G) 

where Isl is the cardinallty of the set S. 

4. REGULAR SERIES-PARALLEL CHANNEL GRAPHS ' 

Let G be an s-stage channel graph and G' an 
s'-stage channel graph. A series combination 
of G and G' is an (s+s'-l)-stage channel graph 
obtained by identifying Vs with v{. A parallel 

combination of G and GI, defined only when s = SI, 
is an s-stage channel,graph obtained,by 
identifying Vl with Vl and Vs with Vs. A channel 

graph is series-parallel if either it is an edge 
or .it can be obtained by a series or a parallel 
combination of two smaller series-parallel 
channel graphs. A multistage graph is regular 
if the degrees of the vertices in a same ' stage 
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are the same. It is simple if no multiple edges 
are allowed between two vertices. Note that if 
Ei contains multiple edges, we can insert a ver-

tex in the middle of each edge of Ei to split Ei 

into two sets both without multiple edges. 

Chung and Hwang [5J showed that a simple regular 
s-stage series-parallel channel graph can be 
uniquely represented by a A-vector (Al, ... ,A s _l ) 

where Ai is defined as the ratio 

ou~degree of a vertex in Ei 

indegree of a vertex in Ei +l 

which is either an integer or the reciprocal of 
an integer. It can be easily verified that the 
number of paths for such a channel graph is 
simply the product of the Ai which are integers. 

A regular series-parallel graph is called a 
regular SP-canopy if no series combination is 
allowed except when one graph is an edge. The 
A-vector for a regular SP-canopy is characterized 
by the properties that it starts with all integers 
and ends with all reciprocals of integers and 
that the product of any sequence of adjacent 
elements is either an integer or the reciprocals 
of an integer. Chung and Hwang [2,5J proved that 
an SP-canopy with the A-vector A = (Al, ... ,A s _l ) 

is superior to another regular SP-canopy with , , 
A' (Al, ... ,A s_l ) if and only if 

k 

I Ai 
, 

Ai for every k l, ... ,s-l. 

i=l ° 

They also conj ectured in [5°J that the same 
necessary and sufficient conditions may hold 
true for the comparison of regular series
parallel channel graphs. However, tpe following 
counterexample shows that the conjecture is 

( 1 1 1) false. Let A = 3,2,~,2,~,~ and 

( 1 1 1) A' = 2,1'1,3'1'~ . Then the conditions are 

satisfied but the graph respresented by A has 12 
channels while the graph represented by A' has 
18 channels. By the Channel Theorem, the former 
graph is not superior to the latter graph. 

5. TAKAGI CHANNEL GRAPH 

In Othis section we introduce an operation Oto 
enlarge a graph first conceived by Takagi [17,18J. 
An (i,j,r) m~ltiplex, 0 ~ i ~ j ~ s+l of an 
s-stage graph G is an s-stage graph consisting 
of r copies of G with the graphs from stage 1 to 
stage 1, and from stage j to stage s identified. 
For i = 0 or j = s+l, then there is no identifi
cation on one or the other end of the graph. An 
s-stage Takagi graph is either an s-stage channel 
or an s-stage graph which can be obtained by 
multiplexing a smaller s-stage Takagi graph. A 
Takagi graph is always regular and a regular 
series-parallel channel graph is always a Takagi 
graph. 

A Takagi graph can be uniquely represented by a 
set of multiplex numbers M = {mij } where mij = r 

if an (i,j,r) multiplex operation has been used 
to obtain the graph. The original definition of 
mij given by Takagi as the number of disjoint 

paths between a verte~ in stage i and a vertex in 
stage j seems to be more intuitive than rigorous. 
A rigorous proof that {mij } uniquely represents 
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a Takagi graph is due to Cattermole [lJ and 
Hull [7]. 

Consider a Takagi graph represented by the 
multiplex numbers M. A demultiplex operation, 
namely, setting the value of certain mij in M to 
one, is a set of collapsing reductions on 
Ei,Ei+l, ... ,Ej_l which, together, replace mij 
copies of a path graph from stage i to stage j 
by a single copy. Therefore the demultiplexed 
Takagi graph M' = M - {mij } has multivariate 

edges for Ei,Ei+l, ... ,Ej_l and preserves the 
independent and exchangeable properties. Thus 
we have 

THE DEMULTIPLEX THEOREM 

Let Ml and M2 be two sets of multiplex numbers 

representing two Takagi channel graphs under 
either the binomial model or the combinatorial 
m~del. Suppose Ml n M2 = M. Let M~ = MI-M and 
M2 = M2-M also represent two Takagi channel 

graphs. Then Ml is superior to M2 if and only , , 
if Ml is superior to M2 . 

Proof: Because the blocking probabilities of 
Ml and M2 under any given Pl"",Ps - l which are 
binomial or combinatorial can be translated to 
the bl~cking ~robabilities of Mi and M; under 

some Pl"",Ps - l which are multinomial or multi

variate combinatorial. 

Takagi [18J proved: 

THE TAKAGI THEOREM 

M = {m13=n,m24=m} is superior to 

M' = 0{m14=m,m23 =n} under the Takagi model if 

n ~ m. 

Corollary. M = {m
13

=n,m23 =m} is superior to 

M' = {m
13

=m,m
23

=n} under the multivariate model 

if n ~ m. (The current version of the Corollary 
strengthens the original version given by 
Takagi which says M = {~13=n} is superior to 

M' = {m23=n}.) 

The Takagi Theorem was first proved by le Gall 
[12J under the binomial model and later under a 
slight generalization [13J.It was also proved 
by van Bosse [21J under the combinatorial model. 
However, among these models, only the Takagi 
model deals with multivariate edges and therefore 
can take advantage of the Demultiplex Theorem to 
extend the Takagi Theorem to the comparisons of 
s-stav,e Takagi graphs. Namely, 

THE TAKAGI EXTENSION THEOREM 

Let M and M' be two setsO of multiple numbers 
representing two s-stage Takagi graphs under the 
binomial model. Suppose M and M' ,are the same 
except for i < j < x ~ y, mix = mjx ~ mjy = miy · 

Then M is superior to M'. 

Takagi then claimed that for a given degree 
sequence (dl, ... ,ds ) where di is the degree of 

a vertex in Vi' and a given number of channels, 

an optimal set of multiplex numbers must satisfy 
the constraint that it does not contain two 
numbers mj > 1, mi > 1 with i < j < x < y. x y ° -

Since there is a unique set of multiple numbers 
satisfying the above constraint, Takagi claimed 
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that his method determines the optimal Takagi 
channel graph (one superior to all other Takagi 
channel graphs). However, these claims are 
wrong on two accounts. The first is that since 
the Takagi Theorem does not compare 
M = {m

13
=n,m24 =m} to M' = {m14=m,m23=n} when 

m > n, the constraint is not a necessary 
condition for optimality. For example, setting 
n = 2 and "m = 3 in the above M and M' under the 
binomial model, then B(M) < B(M') when P3 is 

large and the reverse is true when P3 is small. 

The second source of incomparability is due to 
the fact that the unique set of multiple numbers 
satisfying the constraint may contain nonintegral 
mij and hence does not correspond to a Takagi 

graph. SinCe the proof of the Demultiplex 
Theorem depends critically on the integrality 
of the multiplex numbers, the Takagi Extension 
Theorem no longer follows for nonintegral 
multiplex numbers. 

Recently, van Bosse [22J showed for a few cases 
with small parameters that the Takagi Extension 
Theorem also holds under a combinatorial model. 
Pedersen [16J attempted to define multiplex 
numbers for non-Takagi graphs. However, the 
unique representation property is then lost. 
Furthermore, one cannot expect the Demultiplex 
Theorem and the Takagi Extension Theorem to hold 
for these new multiplex numbers which may be 
nonintegral. 

6. REGULAR CHANNEL GRAPHS 

It is easily seen that a degree sequences does 
not represent a regular channel graph uniqu~ly. 
Thus there are two types of comparisons with 
respect to regular channel graphs depending on 
whether the compared graphs have 'the same degree 
sequence or not. We first discuss the type of 
different degree sequences. 

Chung and Hwang [4J proved "that "a regular channel 
graph D with degree sequence (dl = Oxm, 

d2 = lxn, d
3 

= n'xl, d4 = m'xO), where the n 

edges of d 2 and the n' edges of d
3 

are connected 

to distinct vertices, is superior to the Takagi 
graph with multiplex numbers {m1 4=m,m23=n} under 

• the Takagi model if m' > m. When m' = m, D is 
the" Takagi graph with multiplex numbers 
{m14=m,m23 =n} and the above theorem is reduced 

to the Takagi Theor~m. (A careful examination 
of the proof in [4J reveals that the condition 
of "distinct vertices" can actually be drop·ped.) 
Hwang [8J showed that the Takagi graph 
{m14=m,m23 =n} is not only a special case of D 

with m and n being fixed, but also the worst 
among all D with m' ~ n under the model El is 

general, E2 and E3 are binomial. 

For the comparisons of regular channel graphs 
with the same degree sequence, Takagi [19J proved 
the following theorem with an ingenious but 
involved argument. 

THE TAKAGI CYCLE THEOREM 

Among all regular channel graphs with the degree 
sequence (dl = Qxm, d 2 = mx2, d

3 
= 2xn, 

d4 = nXO), the optimal graph is the one where 

E2 forms a single cycle assuming El and E3 are 
combinatorial and E2 is binomial. 

Hwang [9J recently proved the above theorem 
under the probability model that E2 and E3 are 
multivariate and El is combinatorial. 
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Ikeno [llJ studied a t-ary class of regular 
channel graphs under the binomial model such 
that a (t,2k)-graph has the degree sequence 
(dl = Oxt, d2 = lxt, ... ,dk = lxt,dk+l = txl, .•. , 
d 2k- l = txl,d2k = txO). He advocated the Takagi 

graphs with multiplex numbers {mi k+i=t for 
i=l, ... ,k} (we will call these gr~Phs the Ikeno 
graphs) as the optimal (t,2k) graphs and 
purported to have proved the optimality 
asymptotically. The question that whether the 
Ikeno graphs are optimal for small k had been 
left unanswered until recently Chung and Hwang 
[6J showed that for t = 2, no optimal (t,2k)
graphs exist for k > 5. Chung and Hwang also 
gave a construction-for (2,2k)-graphs which 
uniquely possess some local optimal properties. 
For k = 4, this locally optimal graph is optimal 
and superior to the Ikeno graph. Work is also 
underway to study the (t,2k) graph for t > 2. 

7. WEIGHTED CHANNEL GRAPHS 

In this section we study channel graphs which can 
have different blocking probabilities for edges 
in a same stage. We call them weighted· channel 
graphs. Though interesting in their own account, 
the motivation behind the comparisons of such 
graphs is to have applications for unweighted 
channel graphs. 

We first introduCe some classical concepts in 
mathematics which provide a simple but forceful 
framework in unifying many results of this sec
tion. 

A set {wl""'w } is said to majorize another , , n 
set {wl' ... ,wn } if 

for every k l, ... ,n-l, 

A function f(xl,: .. ,xn ) is called a Schur 

function if it satisfies the conditions 

The two notions are connected by the following 
theorem: 

THE SCHUR-OSTROWSKI THEOREM 
, , 

f(wl, ... ,wn ) ~ f(Wl,; .. ,wn ) for all (wl, ... ,wn ' 
majorizing (wl' ... ,wn ) if and only if f is a 
Schur function. 

From the Schur-Ostrowski Theorem, we derive the 
following two theorems in comparing weighted 
channel gra"phs. 

Consider a 4-stage channel graph G with m dis
joint channels. We assume that El and E3 are 
unweighted and have combinatorial p.d.f.s but E2 
contains weighted edges with blocking 
probabilities W = {wl' ... ,wn }. Let G' be a 
channel graph exactly like G except the set of 
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blocking probabilities for E2 is W' 

THE 4-STAGE MAJORIZATION THEOREM 

B(G) > B(G') if the set R.nW majorizes the set 
R.nW' .-

Proof: We will consider an edge in El and an 

edge in E3 as a pair if they are on the same path. 

Let B(Glm) denote the blocking probability of G 
given m pairs are nonblock~ng. Let Srn denote 

the set of all m-subsets of the set {l, ... ,n}. 
Then 

It is straightforward to verify that B(Glm) is a 
Schur function. Therefore B(Glm) ~ B(G' m) by 
the Schur-Ostrowski Theorem. Since m is arbitrary, 
The 4-Stage Majorization Theorem is proved. 

Next consider two sets of 2,stage lhannel graphs 
H = {Hl, ... ,H } and H' = {Hl, ••. ,H}. Suppose , n n 
each Hj(Hi ) consists of m disjoint channels and 

tl'i ' the j channel of Hi(Hi ) has blocking , 
probability Pij(Pij). Define 

m 

F i = L R.n p ij and F ~ 
j=l 

m 

L R.n P~j. Let B(H) 
jal 

and B(H') be ~he average blocking probabilities 
over ~i and Hi respectively. 

THE 2-STAGE MAJORIZATION THEOREM 

B(H) ~ B(H') if the set {Fl, ... ,Fm} majorizes , , 
the set {Fl, ... ,Fm}. 

Proof: 

n 

n
l 

'" 
B(H) ~ B(Hi ) 

i=l 

n m 
1- L n Pij n 

i=l j =1 

m 

n L R.n Pij 

1- L n e j=l 

i=l 

n 

~ L 
i=l 

is easily seen to be a Schur function. Therefore 
the 2-Stage Majorization Theorem follows 
immediately from the Schur-Ostrowski Theorem. 
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We now show that many results ava"ilable in the 
literature are immediate corollaries of the 
above theorems . . 

(i) Timperi and Grillo [20J proved two 
special cases of the 2-Stage Major~zation 
Theorem. In the first case, m = n , 
Pij = Xj_i+lYj and plj = Xr~lYj where rzl 

is the smallest integer not less than z, 
and the subscripts of x and y are computed 
modulo n. In the second case, " 

n = (~), m = ck, and there are c distinct 

blocking probabilities for the edges. 
Each Hi has the collection of blocking 

probabilities which consists of c copies of 
a distinct k-subset of the c probabilities. , 
Hi has the collection consisting of k 
copies of the c probabilities . 

. (ii) Theorems 3, 5 and 6 in [3J are various 
special cases of the 4-Stage Majorization 
Theorem for n = 2. 

(iii) The 4·-Stage Maj orization Theorem can also 
apply to spiderweb channel graphs. For 
example, the result reported in Sec. 6 
that the Takagi graph with multiplex 
numbers {m13=m,m24=n} is the worst among 

all regular channel graphs with the degree 
sequence (dl = Oxm, d 2 = lxn, d

3 
= n'xl, 

d4 = m'xl) follows from the 4-Stage 

Majorization Theorem in the following way. 
Assuming k edges in El are nonblocking, " 

then we can delete the blocking edges and 
unite the nonblocking edges. The edges 
in E~ are then grouped into m' disjoint 
sets which can be replaced by m' weighted 
edges. The 4-Stage Majorization .Theorem 
now applies by setting the probability of 
any edge in El being blocking to be zero. 

Next we discuss a comparison which has the least 
constraints on the graph structure. Let G be an 
s-stage channel g~aph and let x and y be two 
vertices of Vi. Suppose x and y are connected to 

the same set of vertices in Vi _l and the edges 

[z,xJ and [z,yJ have the same blocking probability 
for all zeVi _l . Let G' be a graph obtained from 

G by merging x and y, i.e., uniting [z,xJ and 
[z,yJ for all z. 

THE MERGE THEOREM 

Proof: 
For s 

which 

B(G) 2. B(G') 

We prove the theorem by induction on s. 
3, Vi must be V2 . ''le give an argument 

is good for the case Vi = Vs _l for all s. 

Let ex and ey be the two edges connecting x an~ 

y to the single vertex in Vs. Then B(G) is the 

same as B(G') except when both ex and ey are non
blocking. Therefore we can reduce G and G' by 
uniting ex and ey . But the only difference 

between the reduced G and G' is that for every 
edge [z,xJ in G', there are two edges [z,xJ in G. 
Clearly B(G) 2. B(G'). 

* For s > 3 and i < s-l, assume that Vs _l is the 

subset of edges in V
s

_1 which are nonblocking; 

Reduce G and G' by del:ting edges in Vs _l - Vs_l 
and uniting edges in Vs_I. Then the reduced G and 

G' can be treated as two (s-l)-stage channel 
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graphs such that the latter is obtained from the 
former by merging x and y. The Merge Theorem now 
follows by induction. 

Special cases of the Merge ~heorem have appeared 
in the literature in various places. When the 
graphs before and after merging are both Takagi 
graphs, then the Merge Theorem follows from the 
Takagi Theorem. For non-Takagi graphs, the 
Merge Theorem was first studied by Hwang and 
Odlyzko [lOJ and later generalized by Chung and 
Hwang [3J. Our proof is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 7 in [3J which deals with nonweighted 
edges. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

Our goal is to provide some simple structure 
into the flourishing literature on superior 
channel graphs. The foundation of the structure 
is the classifications on graphs and on 
probability models. By working with an explicit 
struc~ure we are able to unify, to simplify, to 
reinforce and to generalize many existing results. 
In particular, we feel that we have helped in 
clarifying the important results obtained by 
Takagi with respect to Takagi graphs in the 
following ways: 

(i) We show that for a given degree sequence 
and a given number of channels, an optimal 
channel graph is often a regular non
Takagi channel graph. This fact is worth 
pointing out since Takagi referred to 
optimal Takagi channel graphs as optimal 
channel graphs in his writing and thus 
left an impression that his results are 
applicable to all s-stage channel graphs. 
For example, Neiman [15J wrote that "the 
problem of opt~mal graph construction 
was solved in E18,20J". 

(ii) By bringing the Demultiplex Theorem and 
the Takagi Extension Theorem to the front, 
we highlight the importance of the Takagi 
model in the Takagi Theorem. Namely, the 
Takagi model is the only existing model 
dealing with multivariate edges on which 
the validity of the Demultiplex Theorem 
hinges. 

(iii) We point out for the first time that the 
Takagi Extension Theorem is not 
sufficient to determine an optimal 
Takagi channel graph for a given degree 
sequence and a given number of channels. 

A few problems also surface for immediate future 
research: 

(i) Find a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the comparability .of simple regular 
series parallel channel graphs. 

(ii) Prove the Takagi Theorem under the 
multiyariate combinatorial model. 

(iii) Prove the superiority of a regular 
·channel graph D mentioned in Sec. 6 over 
the Takagi graph with multiplex numbers 
{m13=m,m24=n} under a multivariate model 

when m' > n. 
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